
Bay Haven School of Basics Plus 

PTO Executive Board Virtual Meeting  

  
 

 

Tuesday, January 12, 2021 

Meeting started: 4:38pm 

Attendees: Lindsay Castiglione, Kristi DeSantis, Chad Erickson, Liliana Esser (arrived 

at 4:41pm), Francesca MacBeth, Jonna Marchese, Jeannette Nowaski, Robert Taylor, 

Nicole Van Blarcum 

(not in attendance: Harley Bascom, due to work schedule) 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, this meeting was conducted through Zoom.  

1. Approval of October's meeting minutes: Ms. Nowaski motioned to approve the 

minutes as presented, Kristi seconded, and all were in favor. 

2. Profit & Expenses update: Nicole shared with the Board today via email the 

most recent Profit and Loss statement, as prepared by Treasurer Harley Bascom.  

The fall Read-a-thon was awesome, raising $20,505 - 260 students logged minutes 

with 240 of those students getting donations, thereby a little less than half of the 

school participated. The company we used takes 20% so that is what the $16,000 

on the Profit and Loss states. Total profit in the end, after cost for gifts, etc. was 

$15,952.13 

In addition, we received an unexpected PayPal Giving grant of $1,296 (which 

came in from a process started last year) before winter break; Giving Tuesday 

donations brought in $300. The online Auction brought in $2,398, which, after the 

PayPal, take profited us $2,227.42.  

Dr. Mac came through with a promised sponsorship after the winter break of 

$1,000. There is also some money tied up in PayPal and GoFundMe that we can’t 

access yet due to administrative kerfuffle. Given all of this, we are pacing even a 

little better than where we were at this point last year. Including the money we 

can’t access, we are $200 over where we were last year at this time. Keeping in 

mind that the Jog-a-thon in its “normal” format brought in a lot of money last 

year, so we will need to work ahead on new ideas to be able to end the year the 

way we have done previously.  

3. Discuss snack program: Mrs. Blake come to Nicole to ask this to go to PTO. Once 

a month there are bins for each of the classrooms which get filled with snacks - 

some teachers give to all students, some teachers give to only those who need it. 

     



Donations previously have come from Plymouth Harbor residence / retirement 

community, a connection which came via ex-PTO board member Mary Khoshi 

originally. Donations have slowed greatly as of this year. $1,900 in snack bin 

funds is currently available for the remainder of year but $500 per month is 

needed to fill all the boxes. Lili will follow up with the Plymouth Harbor rep, but 

of no further donations come in from them, PTO will be asked if they can cover 

$600 total to help fill the bins for the remainder of year. Mrs. Blake also requests 

going forward that either it goes in budget or in the teacher requests for $500 

/month at the beginning of the year. It was discussed that for the remainder of 

the year to finish up out through June, snack donations could be requested from 

our families via Facebook, if needed. Several PTO members also said they’d be 

happy to pitch in some extra bulk boxes of snacks if needed.  

4. Discuss website hosting fee: Currently we pay $4.44/month for website hosting. 

Andrew had a sent screen shot of site being down to Nicole and Kristi – it has 

been going down periodically. He suggests that we just watch it and if it keeps 

going down often, maybe upgrade the hosting to the next tier, which is $10ish a 

month. Upon discussion, all PTO members shared the feeling that we should 

wait and see how the site continues to go - we don’t feel the added expense is 

needed at this time.  

5. Fundraising efforts:  

Jog-a-thon: To be on track to end the year compared with where we were last 

year, we need to raise $24,000 in the remainder of the year. Ms. Nowaski 

suggested the idea of a smaller scale Jog-a-thon which could occur during the 

time when the kids go out for PE. Coaches / teachers could help to run it / 

oversee / do the lap cards. A “virtual Jog-a-thon” idea was also floated. We all 

agreed that it is a nice contrast to do some sort of physical activity fundraiser for 

the spring, in contrast to the Read-a-thon in the fall. Mr. Erickson really is 

connected to the Jog-a-thon and everything is so good about it - he hopes we can 

find a way to make it work, perhaps the Friday before Spring break? Maybe we 

use the specials schedule, existing staff, and some sort of student rotation, 

internally coming up with the staffing and schedule to make it work to do it on a 

similar but smaller scale. Ms. Nowaski mentioned a schedule similar to last 

year’s Coding week schedule that Mrs. Hu set up, for the staggering of the 

student participation. Originally the Jog was scheduled for Feb 19. Normally Jog- 

a-thon planning starts in Oct. If we do it on a smaller sale, perhaps no need for t-

shirts, and participants can just wear a Bay Haven shirt, Ms. Nowaski can DJ, 

Coach Renick can bring speaker, no pizza lunch. Kids get simple prizes. Nicole 

VB can reach out to Nicole Starostecki to see if she can help with the planning 



part of it (she was originally the Jog-a-thon event chair).  If she agrees, Nicole S. 

can reach out to Mr. Erickson directly, and then set up a Zoom planning meeting 

for a smaller group to work out the details of this version of Jog. We all want to 

make it work in some fun and affordable way! Nicole VB will check in with 

Nicole S. re: interest and her schedule and then go from there. 

Valentine’s Day fundraisers: Ms. Barnett for Odyssey of the Mind does Valentine’s 

Day candy grams normally. This year it is still possible, as long as it’s all in a 

sanitized fashion and staff/students are the only ones involved in distribution. 

Mr. Erickson will check with Ms. Barnett to see if she still wants to do it. If she 

does not, or perhaps in addition to the OM fundraising efforts if Ms. Barnett is 

comfortable with it, other fundraiser ideas surrounding V-Day were tossed out. 

Chick-Fil-A cookie sales at $2 per cookie, Bay Haven would get 50 cents back on 

each. There are also wooden roses available for bulk order to have students buy 

(500 pieces for 32 cents each) - Roses place suggests to sell for $1. If Ms. Barnett 

isn’t doing it (or even if she is and it’s candy so PTO could so something in 

contrast), Nicole can figure out how to distribute individually, sending papers 

home with “Yes I want a rose!” order forms (as was done for the Der Dutchman 

pies) and then Nicole would help distribute individually to classrooms based on 

orders. The remote learners could participate in the roses too. We would need to 

be mindful of shipping time - looks like shipping would allow for arrival within 

3 days. Nicole could have them shipped to her home to sort and then distribute 

to school - remote families could collect via front of office pick up. There was also 

the idea of getting bulk carnations from Sam’s Club and sell for $1 for students to 

give one another and teachers / staff. If Ms. Barnett not doing anything, PTO can 

offer something to make some money for next year. Mr. Erickson will reach out 

to Ms. Barnett to find out what her plans are and what her comfort level is, then 

we will go from there.  

Spirit nights/various: We no longer have any in the line. Can we do the same ones 

again? Kristi is waiting to hear back from Mademoiselle. Chick-Fil-A on 

Fruitville doesn’t do spirit nights, just food truck. The new one on University 

hasn’t replied. Culver’s is hard to get a hold of - he’s donated a lot of food/items 

but the most recent spirit night was supposed to be for 4 days and 20% back, but 

when families went and mentioned Bay Haven, many were told it had only been 

for one day. Nicole tried to circle back on this but has had no answer. Chipotle is 

always a welcome option, we get 33% back and it is super popular - maybe we 

can do multiple locations on one day? Lindsay mentioned Nothing Bundt Cakes 

- maybe for a Mother’s Day fundraiser? Our Bay Haven neighborhood Bookseller 

and Coffee Shop Shelf Indulgence expressed interest in a possible spirit day / 



also maybe a mobile carline coffee cart option? All agreed that might be 

delightful - Francesca will follow up with the owner. All agreed that a catalog 

fundraiser at this point in the year is not a good idea.  

For spring auction it was discussed items such as prime location parking spots, 

as well as experiential prizes like teacher for the day, principal for the day could 

be auction items.  

Teacher Appreciation: Discussion ensued re: Teacher appreciation in May. Should 

it be food plus a gift? Perhaps an umbrella or laptop sleeve with school logo? Lili 

says No! to any kind of cups and the teachers of the PTO group agreed. 

Eventually it was agreed that more fun than a gift would be a Teacher 

appreciation week of different edible / drinkable treats - one for each day of the 

week. Coffee one day, ice cream, donuts, chick fila breakfast, a fun lunch, etc. No 

gifts, just a fun, special food-related thing for each day of teacher appreciation 

week.  

6. New business - nothing! 

Meeting adjourned: 5:30pm 

 

Notes taken by:  

Francesca MacBeth 

PTO Secretary  

 

 


